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BIOSECURITY AND AGRICULTURE MANAGEMENT BILL 2006 
Consideration in Detail 

Clauses 1 to 4 put and passed. 

Clause 5:  Meaning of terms used in this Act -  
Dr G.G. JACOBS:  In this clause there are many definitions.  However, I made the point in my second reading 
contribution that in fact a definition of biosecurity would not be out of place and that it would be very reasonable 
to include one, bearing in mind the title of this bill.  We have defined the agricultural activities and concepts of 
this management bill.  I suggest to the parliamentary secretary that we should define the biosecurity component 
of the bill.  I will take the Speaker’s guidance regarding moving an amendment. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  As discussed yesterday during the second reading debate, the minister’s opinion is that 
the inclusion of a definition of “biosecurity” would add no value to the bill.  It would, in fact, limit the 
application of the bill, and would create the potential for arguments concerning the definition of “biosecurity”.  
There is a generalised understanding of what biosecurity means.  The government’s position is that the insertion 
of a definition would lead only to complications and problems and would add nothing to the practical application 
of the bill. 
Dr G.G. JACOBS:  The same could be said about agriculture.  The government’s claim is that the insertion of a 
definition would add complications or difficulties.  I suggest that it would not pose a difficulty.  It is not too 
difficult to define “agricultural activity” and concepts to do with agriculture.  I suggest to the parliamentary 
secretary that the definition of biosecurity is important for the bill - “bio” meaning life and “security” meaning 
safety.  No difficulties are involved.  The roots and derivation of the word are very clear.  Unless that definition 
is inserted, a number of people - probably including people within this chamber - will not know what the bill 
refers to. 
Clause put and passed. 

Clause 6 put and passed. 
Clause 7:  Meaning of “owner” in relation to land - 
Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I have a question for the parliamentary secretary as a matter of clarification.  This clause 
defines the meaning of “owner” in relation to land.  I would like the parliamentary secretary’s assurance that 
unallocated crown land is deemed to be owned by the state.  An issue arose in which it was found that the former 
Department of Conservation and Land Management was responsible for management of unallocated crown land, 
but that such land, often by definition, had, to a large degree, not been vested anywhere.  Can the parliamentary 
secretary apprise the house of the legal position on specific ownership of unallocated crown land?  I realise that 
in terms of legislation it is the owner or the occupier.  It may be that if the management of the land is vested in 
the Department of Environment and Conservation, that is sufficient to make that land applicable for all purposes 
of the act.  I would like some clarification. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Clause 7(1) states - 

(d) in relation to any other land, the public authority that has the care, control or management of 
the land or, if there is no such public authority, the Crown. 

That effectively means that any public authority - 
Dr S.C. Thomas:  If it is unallocated, it is still attached to the Crown.  I just wanted to make sure of that fact. 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Yes. 
Clause put and passed. 

Clause 8 put and passed. 

Clause 9:  When organism is to be taken to be on land - 
Dr S.C. THOMAS:  Clause 9 is interesting.  It states - 

For the purposes of this Act, a reference to an organism being on land is to be taken to include a 
reference to an organism that is - 

(a) on or in any water on or under the land; or 
(b) in the air above the land. 

The clause intrigues me.  A “Queen Victoria” title means effective ownership of land to a depth of - 
Mr D.T. Redman:  Sixty-nine metres. 
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Dr S.C. THOMAS:  Someone who is ancient might remember that; my apologies to the member for Stirling.  A 
portion of the air above one’s head is also owned. 

Mr P.D. Omodei:  To a height of 200 feet. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I thank the Leader of the Opposition; the house is a wealth of knowledge today.  Therefore, 
I am intrigued that under the bill, if a Queen Victoria title does not exist, the title includes only the top four 
inches of the land and none of the atmosphere.  I presume that this is an attempt to control things like starlings 
that might be in the air but not necessarily technically on the ground.  Are there limitations?  How far up and 
down does it extend?  Are there any restrictions?  It is a very open clause. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  This clause in no way relates to the ownership of the land.  It is about controlling things 
like starlings, which are obviously on occasions in flight above the land.  To limit the provision to dry land 
would limit the application of the bill. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I suggest there are potential limits.  For example, there are invasive species of earthworm.  
There are invasive species of relatively high flying birds.  Is there a cut-off point in relation to the land title?  The 
land is owned between a certain parameter, but is there a finite area within which the owner is expected to 
control invasive species? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I think the question is bordering on the ridiculous.  Obviously the situation would 
demand the application of commonsense.  If something is so high up in to air as to not be visible from the land, 
the owner could not know that the pest was present.  As for earthworms, this clause applies to all declared pests.  
The exercise of commonsense applies to that process, as it does to this definition. 

Dr S.C. Thomas:  We are relying on the commonsense of the minister? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  Absolutely. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 10 to 27 put and passed. 

Clause 28:  Compliance with pest exclusion notice - 
Mr G. SNOOK:  I move -  

Page 29, after line 26 - To insert - 

(2) If a public authority does not comply with a pest exclusion notice, the Director 
General shall, within one month of the failure to comply, forward to the Minister for 
tabling in both Houses of Parliament a report which identifies the public authority and 
details the non-compliance that has occurred. 

A further amendment I foreshadow is - 

Page 29, line 28 - To delete “may” and substitute - 

 shall 

Accountability is something that I am sure all members, including government members, aspire to.  The basis 
upon which this amendment is put before the house for consideration is to have complete transparency and 
openness.  This amendment would require the agency to be held accountable on a regular basis during the year, 
instead of the requirement that the noncompliance may - I emphasise the word “may” - be reported annually, as 
stated in the bill.  Any failure to comply with a pest exclusion notice could be lost in the fine print of the report.  
If it is good enough for private landowners to have to comply with a pest exclusion notice or otherwise face the 
full force of this legislation, given that the government cannot prosecute itself it would be proper and acceptable 
that due notification be given to Parliament when such a noncompliance occurred.  I hope the amendment is 
agreed to because there is good reason for it.  If a public authority does not comply with a pest exclusion notice, 
that failure should, within a month of its occurrence, be included in a report to the minister and be tabled in 
Parliament.  It would publicly highlight that noncompliance.  That is no different from a report being published 
and memorials being placed on people’s titles in the event of other noncompliance under the legislation.  In that 
way, the public and Parliament would be aware of the noncompliance and there would be open and accountable 
government. 

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I support the amendment.  Under clause 25, which we have already agreed to, there is a 
duty to report a declared pest.  Subclause (1) states -  

A person who finds or suspects that, in an area for which an organism is a declared pest, there is the 
declared pest on or in a place, . . .  
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The penalty is a significant fine of $20 000; and if the declared pest is a high-impact organism, there is a fine of 
$100 000 and imprisonment for 12 months.  Given that compliance notices will be issued, will a public officer be 
required to report declared pests?  There are a large number of national parks and a large number of feral animals 
in Western Australia.  For example, if there was an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease or anthrax, would it be 
the duty of a public officer to report the declared pest and who would be responsible for that?  Who would take 
the rap?  Would it be the officer in charge, the head of the department, the department itself or the government?  
It is a very important question.  Obviously, if a farmer is required to report a declared pest and must comply with 
a pest exclusion notice, that requirement should also apply to the government. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  The answer to the first question from the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is yes, the 
officer is obliged to report a declared pest, and the department and, ultimately, the government would take the 
rap. 

The government opposes the amendment moved by the member for Moore for two principal reasons.  The first 
reason is the most powerful.  An annual report is a more powerful instrument; it enables us to build a picture of 
the patterns of compliance of a government agency or department.  Frankly, piecemeal information dripping 
through to the department would not get the same attention as an annual report, which would give a better 
picture of the performance of the particular agency or department.  Secondly, it would place an unnecessary 
administrative burden on the department for no real benefit. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I support the amendment of the member for Moore.  There has been a very significant issue 
with wild dog incursions from Department of Environment and Conservation land and crown land into the 
agricultural region.  The North Mallee Declared Species Group has been particularly active.  I have had a bit to 
do with that group over the past year and a half, and it is concerned about these incursions from Department of 
Environment and Conservation land and crown land.  It is a significant issue.  It is a bit rich to suggest in this 
clause that if landowners do not comply with a pest exclusion notice, they will get belted with a $20 000 fine, 
whereas a public authority may, if it wishes, record it in the department’s annual report.  That is as significant as 
it will get for the public authority if it does not comply with a pest exclusion notice.  However, all the world 
would fall on a landowner on the border of crown land in the agricultural region if he was fined $20 000 for 
noncompliance with a notice.  This provision is most iniquitous.  On the issue of accountability, it is almost 
immoral.  We whack one party, but if it happens to be a public authority, the most significant part of the punitive 
element is that the director general may note it in the annual report.  That will be the sum total of the punitive 
measures for an obvious breach of compliance by a public authority.  It disappoints me that the parliamentary 
secretary cannot see that as a major iniquity.  That is a very significant issue.  If I were to put that proposition to 
Scott Pickering, the chairman of the North Mallee Declared Species Group, he would be most disappointed.   

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I support this very good amendment moved by the member for Moore.  Last night in my 
contribution to the second reading debate, I spoke about some of the issues with the level of compliance that the 
Department of Agriculture and Food will require of other departments.  It is true that the land that is controlled 
by government departments is by far the greatest threat to the biosecurity of this state.  It could be argued that an 
outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease would have one of the greatest impacts, by way of financial impost, on the 
community and the farming sector.  There are a number of other diseases that would also have a severe impact 
on our markets.  I am thinking particularly of mad cow disease, or bovine spongiform encephalopathy.  Weeds 
can also cause great environmental damage and have a huge impact on farming communities.  Massive tracts of 
state-controlled land in this state are infested by weeds.  There needs to be a driving force, or an incentive, for 
the government to do something about that.  As I said during the debate last night, this is an area that successive 
governments have failed to manage.  If the parliamentary secretary needs any evidence for that statement he 
need look only at the infestation of weeds throughout the south west region.  The former Department of 
Conservation and Land Management - now the Department of Environment and Conservation - has done some 
very good work in finding new native species of plants and animals in the Pilbara.  This is one of the least 
researched areas of our natural resources.  In nearly every one of the traps that the department set it found the 
common garden mouse and the common house rat.  Those species are infesting the entire state.  We now refer to 
those species as endemic.  That is a lovely word.  It means they are everywhere, so we just give up.  The Mus 
domesticus, or common house mouse, is one of those.  That is the case particularly in the south west land 
division, where local landholders are making a serious attempt to control feral animal and weeds species on their 
land.  We ran out of time last night to talk about the problem with the feral dog population.  That problem exists 
almost everywhere, from the middle wheatbelt to the eastern wheatbelt and the goldfields.  It is a massive 
problem.  We have in effect walked away from that problem, because we are not making a significant impact on 
feral dog numbers.  This issue is not just affecting the viability of farming communities, in particular sheep 
farmers; it is also having a significant impact on the echidna population on the Nullarbor Plain.   
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The fact that we are not treating the biosecurity of our state seriously is having a significant impact.  I recognise 
that if we were to fund all the activity that is required to fix the biosecurity problems of this state, we would 
probably need the budget of the Minister for Health, not the Minister for Agriculture and Food.  I would love to 
see our priorities shift a bit.  However, that is just me.  I would not mind that at all; however, I think the Minister 
for Health, and members on both sides of the Parliament, might have concerns about that.   

I do not believe fines will work.  There is no point in fining a department that is massively under-resourced and 
cannot do its job.  There is no point in fining the Department of Environment and Conservation $50 000 every 
time it fails, because that would probably bankrupt it.  The department is well used to not being able to succeed 
in this area.  However, the very least we can do is bring that failure to public attention.  What is suggested in 
subclause (2) is that if the department fails to comply, we will simply hide that from public attention.  The 
minister’s advisers are probably from the Department of Agriculture and Food, not the Department of 
Environment and Conservation.  They will have a huge job on their hands if they are to take responsibility for 
ensuring that the Department of Environment and Conservation fulfils its biosecurity requirements.  I suggest 
they will be taking their lives in their hands.  Subclause (2) is an escape clause.  It is saying that we recognise 
that there is no way the department can fulfil its biosecurity requirements, so we will simply hide that from 
public attention.  It basically puts it in the too-hard basket.  If that is what is happening, the parliamentary 
secretary should say so.  He should say that it is too hard and that we cannot fix it.  We will deal with that further 
at the appropriate time.  It is a shame that subclause (2) states only that the director general “may” - if he does 
not get blackmailed into doing it by his fellow directors - take notice of it.  The amendment moved by the 
member for Moore is excellent and is worthy of support. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  The parliamentary secretary has said that the annual report is potent.  I say it is impotent.  The 
reason it is impotent is that there is no compulsion in this clause for the director general to do anything.  He 
“may”, if he sees fit -   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  We will have a debate about that.   

Mr G. SNOOK:  I am making my point.  That brings me back to accountability.  The wording should be that he 
“shall” report.  He should be required to report to this Parliament, which holds the public service to account.  
What is wrong with that?  The Parliament does not have the power to sack people.  However, the Parliament 
does have the power to bring people to account, in a responsible way, for failing to perform their duties as 
required by the parliamentary secretary, the government and the minister of the day.  That is the requirement.  
That is all this is saying.  There is no penalty.  The government cannot penalise a government agency.  One 
government agency cannot penalise another government agency.  That is accepted.  What we want - and what I 
imagine every government of the day, of whatever colour, would want - is for this government to say that it is 
open, transparent and accountable, and it is not afraid to put before the Parliament and the population of Western 
Australia any record of noncompliance by a government agency.  We do not want to have to say that the 
opposition is very displeased with the government’s attitude towards holding itself accountable.  The 
parliamentary secretary has claimed that this annual report will be potent.  However, there is no compulsion 
about that.  It is left to the discretion of the director general.  I am not in any way questioning the integrity of the 
director general or his capacity to perform his duties.  I simply want to highlight the point that when a 
government agency fails to comply with the requirements of this clause, the public should be notified, in the 
same way that the public is notified when private landowners fail to comply with a notice.  I am very keen to 
ensure that any instance of compliance or noncompliance with this bill is made public, in a fair and open way.  I 
must say that I am disappointed with the drafting of some aspects of this bill.  As has been said by my colleagues 
today, the drafting of bills such as this always seems to make it possible for agencies to hide any misdemeanour 
or noncompliance deep in the bowels of some thick annual report.  We receive numerous annual reports, and 
they are often very large.  

Mr P.D. Omodei:  Yes, once a year, and often well after the event. 

Mr G. SNOOK:   That is right.  There could be a 12-month time frame between when the noncompliance 
occurred and when it was reported.  By that time it is old hat.   

I have another question for the parliamentary secretary.  Is there any requirement that the minister responsible 
for the bill be made aware of any instance of noncompliance?  Has my discerning eye missed some clause in this 
bill that provides that the minister shall be notified by the director general if an agency has failed to comply?  If 
so, I would be pleased if the parliamentary secretary would outline to me such a clause in the bill.  This is an 
issue of transparency and accountability.  It is an issue of the standards that should apply across the public sector 
in the same way that they apply across the private sector.  This bill focuses very much on the private aspect of 
compliance; that is, the compliance by private landowners.  However, as the parliamentary secretary has rightly 
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explained, a large percentage of the land in this state is under government control in one way or another.  
Therefore, this amendment should be supported.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I want to take up from where the member for Moore left off and reiterate some of his 
comments.  This bill is about controlling pests and diseases and a range of other things on private land.  The bill 
makes no reference to public land.  In many communities, particularly in the south west land division - for 
example, in my shire, the Shire of Manjimup - the area of alienated land comprises only 14 per cent of the total 
7 000 square kilometres of land.  Eighty-six per cent of that shire is covered by state forest or national park.  
Clause 26 enables the director general to issue a pest exclusion notice to any person.  Can I then, as a private 
landholder, give a pest exclusion notice to the government authority?   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  No.  

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I expected the answer to be no.  The vast area of land that is public estate is not covered by 
this legislation.  The issue of the exclusion of pests should be viewed from the opposite perspective.  In 90 per 
cent of cases, the incursion of pests is onto private land rather than onto public land.  I referred to feral pigs, 
deer, goats, rabbits and kangaroos, to name a few that come from public lands onto private property.  There is no 
ability for private property owners to ask a government department to exclude those pests from their property.  It 
is a question of individual rights.  Even if the department was found to be negligent under clause 25, it could be a 
matter of rendering unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and so on.  I would expect the government 
department to be penalised by a fine of $20 000, or $100 000 and imprisonment for 12 months if a high-impact 
organism was found on its property.  Who in that particular department would be put in jail?  It is symptomatic 
of a lot of legislation that puts the rights of individuals under pressure.  I am not saying the legislation should not 
contain these exclusions.  I am saying they should apply across the board, rather than to just private individuals.  
If people want to challenge a pest exclusion notice they must take their case to the State Administrative Tribunal 
and that will involve costs.  Many private landholders could choose to challenge a notice, given the many 
bovine, cloven-hoofed and other animals on public land that could spread an organism onto private property.  
Why does the legislation apply only to private property and not to public land?   

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  It applies equally to public and private land.  The member has highlighted problems with 
the application of the legislation generally, in that any fine imposed by government on government does not have 
the same effect as a fine imposed on private individuals or a corporation.  That is understood.  It is not unique to 
this legislation.  The mechanism for achieving accountability of government is public scrutiny.  It is the 
government’s view that an annual report in which the performance of an agency - 

Dr S.C. Thomas interjected. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I do not want to jump ahead; I am happy to have that debate when that amendment is 
moved.  I am dealing with the first amendment on the notice paper.  

Public scrutiny is the best mechanism.  It is the government’s view that an annual report that summarises the 
performance of a government agency or department over a year is the best way to get a picture of whether that 
agency or department has been performing well.  

The member for Moore asked whether the bill contains an obligation for the director general to report to the 
minister.  No; it does not.  However, I suggest that a director general and minister who have a functional 
relationship will share that information as a matter of course in cases of significance.  That is simply good 
government practice.  We cannot prescribe in detail every mechanism for ensuring good practice.  I hope that 
any effective minister or director general will share that sort of information, regardless of their political colour.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I believe I just heard the parliamentary secretary say that the best way to review the 
performance of government departments is through public scrutiny, and that is why a summary of a public 
authority’s failure will be included in the Department of Agriculture and Food’s annual report.  How many 
members of the public will search from one end of the Department of Agriculture and Food’s annual report to 
the other for appendix 3, subsection (2)(d) to see whether the Department of Environment and Conservation 
failed to meet its obligations?  It is absolute nonsense.  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Only if you are not doing your job.  If a report is tabled that says the department is doing 
poorly, as a member on the opposition benches, it is your job to keep the government accountable.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I read all the environmental and a few of the agricultural annual reports.  I have made some 
very good mileage out of them.  I appreciate the advice, but I am a bit ahead of the parliamentary secretary on 
that one.  

Mr M.P. Whitely:  You have answered your own question then.  
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Dr S.C. THOMAS:  No.  What is wrong with supporting the amendment moved by the member for Moore?  If 
scrutiny of government-held land, which is effectively held by the Department of Environment and 
Conservation, is the opposition’s job - the parliamentary secretary just said that it is our job to scrutinise annual 
reports - surely by not supporting this amendment, and therefore leaving reference to the issue to publication in 
an annual report, there is more chance of that information being hidden.  According to the parliamentary 
secretary’s own logic, there is no reason not to support the member for Moore’s amendment, unless the 
government intends that this sort of information should be kept from the opposition.  The parliamentary secretary 
has said that that is the only way the public of Western Australia can hold to account a department such as the 
Department of Environment and Conservation, which has control over half the landmass of Western Australia.  
This amazes me.  
We are debating pest exclusion notices.  The parliamentary secretary suggested that consultation would depend 
on the minister and the head of the department having a good relationship, which logic I find amazing.  The 
director general of the Department of Agriculture and Food can issue a pest exclusion notice to the Department 
of Environment and Conservation to make it control a weed or pest species.  Clause 28(1) states - 

A person to whom a pest exclusion notice is given must comply with the notice. 

If the Department of Agriculture and Food takes the trouble to give a pest exclusion notice to a department, I 
suspect that the directors of the two departments will enter into negotiations.  The two relevant cabinet ministers 
will not want to argue in public.  By the time that point has been reached, I suspect that the whole relationship 
will be relatively dysfunctional.  I cannot imagine too many situations in which the director general of 
agriculture will have the political will to give a pest exclusion notice to the Department of Environment and 
Conservation.  I would love to see that happen.  If the government wanted to make it mandatory, I would vote in 
favour of it; it would cause some great fights, but that would be a brilliant initiative.  

At the end of the day, by the time a notice has been given, at the director general’s whim - I would be surprised 
if it came to that - if he went a step further and reported that the Department of Environment and Conservation 
had refused to comply with the notice, the minister would have a problem with that information being tabled in 
the Parliament.  If the government wants any credibility on its claim to open and accountable government, it 
should have no problem supporting the member for Moore’s amendment to table the information in Parliament.  
The parliamentary secretary suggested that the only way the public of Western Australia could have any faith in 
the system is if the opposition does its job.  That is an astonishing response.   

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  The issue, if the parliamentary secretary has not grasped it by now, is one of double 
standards.  If I as a private owner commit the crime, or more specifically breach the pest exclusion notice, I will 
get a $20 000 fine, whereas a public authority will get hardly a slap on the wrist.  If the parliamentary secretary 
visited the north mallee, the landowners would tell him that the dogs are coming out of crown land, or land under 
the government’s control.  If the public authority commits a crime, there is hardly any penalty.  If a private 
landowner commits the breach, he will be fined $20 000 and the sky will fall in on him, but if it is a public 
authority, it will not.  It is almost saying that if it happens on public land, land under the control of the public 
authority, it is not a breach. 

I draw the parliamentary secretary’s attention to page 32 of the Agriculture and Related Resources Protection 
Act 1996.  I refer to division 2, “Public land”, and remind him that under section 39 the department is to control 
declared plants and animals.  It states - 

A Government department shall control declared plants and declared animals on and in relation to 
public land under its control.   

I suggest the parliamentary secretary has a statutory obligation to fulfil that section and that if there is a breach, it 
is significant and it is the government’s responsibility. 

Mr G. SNOOK:  I am starting to get totally confused as to why the government continues to oppose this 
amendment.  If the parliamentary secretary looks at that part of clause 28 which is on page 30 of the bill, he will 
see that this amendment does not change the current requirement for the annual report.  I propose to move an 
amendment that will change the word “may” in this clause to “shall”, if it is successful.  Subclause (3) states that 
a summary under subsection (2), which relates to the annual report - which the parliamentary secretary says is 
highly potent, but it is not because it might not even happen unless the director general says that it will happen - 
is to include any explanation offered by the authority for the failure.  That is not included in my amendment.  My 
amendment says that when there is non-compliance, the matter is to be reported to the Parliament.  It does not 
mean that there is a failure of action or that there should be action; it simply highlights the matter so that 
everybody knows what is happening.  Paragraph (b) states that it -  
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may include recommendations as to how the authority’s failure should be addressed and prevented from 
recurring.   

Once again, that is a very potent “may”.  That will be done on an annual basis.  All this amendment does is 
highlight on a regular basis - hopefully there will be no need for it to occur - non-compliance with a pest 
exclusion notice. 

These are important matters.  This is to do with the biosecurity of this state.  For goodness sake, we all support 
that.  There is no question that the agency, the parliamentary draftsman, the parliamentary secretary, the minister 
and everybody else in this Parliament and in the state want to have the best and absolute maximum biosecurity.  
All the amendment says is that when there is a pest outbreak on government-controlled land, whatever the pest 
may be, within a month of that occurring there must be notification of non-compliance.  Why the devil is it so 
expensive?  The parliamentary secretary said it would cost more.  That is a pathetic argument.  Hopefully it will 
not occur very often at all.  Why can we not as the public of Western Australia be made aware of non-
compliance?  As I have said before, the government as a public landowner will have its name up in bright lights, 
but mine will be as well if I do not comply.  That is fair enough. 
Here I have two annual reports that were released to the minister today.  I refer to the Grain Licensing Authority 
report - a pretty thick report, full of figures and fine print - and the Agriculture Protection Board of Western 
Australia annual report for the year ended 30 June 2006.  It is now the end of September, so we do not get the 
information within 12 months; it is nearly a year and a half after the event has occurred.  We would have a nice 
old mess to clear up after that length of time, and the public is not supposed to know about it!  The parliamentary 
secretary has put up a weak argument. 

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result - 
Ayes (21) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr B.J. Grylls Mr P.D. Omodei Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Dr K.D. Hames Mr D.T. Redman Mr G.A. Woodhams 
Mr M.J. Birney Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr A.J. Simpson Mr T.R. Sprigg (Teller) 
Mr T.R. Buswell Dr G.G. Jacobs Mr G. Snook  
Dr E. Constable Mr R.F. Johnson Dr S.C. Thomas  
Mr J.H.D. Day Mr J.E. McGrath Mr T.K. Waldron  

Noes (26) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr J.C. Kobelke Mrs C.A. Martin Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr R.C. Kucera Mr M.P. Murray Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr F.M. Logan Mr J.R. Quigley Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr J.M. Edwards Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan Ms J.A. Radisich Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Mrs D.J. Guise Mr M. McGowan Mr E.S. Ripper Mr S.R. Hill (Teller) 
Mrs J. Hughes Ms S.M. McHale Mrs M.H. Roberts  
Mr J.N. Hyde Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr T.G. Stephens  

            

Pairs 

 Mr G.M. Castrilli Ms M.M. Quirk 
 Mr M.W. Trenorden Mr A.P. O’Gorman 

Independent Pair 

Dr J.M. Woollard 

Amendment thus negatived. 
Mr G. SNOOK:  I move - 

 Page 29, line 28 - To delete “may” and substitute - 
  shall 
This amendment is not dissimilar to the previous amendment I tried to get through this place.  It was obviously 
lost on party lines.  The result had nothing to do with accountability, openness and transparency.  The minimum 
object of this amendment is that the director general shall include - not may include - after consultation with a 
public authority that does not comply with a pest exclusion notice, a summary of its failure in the department’s 
annual report. 
Mr G. WOODHAMS:  I support the member for Moore’s amendment.  I believe that the word “may” is rather 
soft in the context of this legislation.  The intent of the member for Moore is understood, because the seriousness 
of the incursion of pests and diseases from crown land, public land and government land in Western Australia is 
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significant and is recorded as being significant.  Regional members on this side of the house in particular would 
be well and truly aware of the impact of diseases on animals and of weeds escaping from crown land on a 
continual basis over many years.  If members on the other side of the house had a bit of courage and if they had a 
belief in regional Western Australia and had experienced it for themselves, perhaps by owning property next to 
some of this crown land where these diseases, wild dogs and other pests exist, they might see the sense in this 
amendment and they might acknowledge the reality that the member for Moore is expressing in moving it. 
I am not often as passionate as I am today about something in this chamber, but I have lived in regional Western 
Australia for a long time and have experienced the neglect of governments of both sides.  The government has 
legislation before the house and it has the chance to do something sensible with its numbers.  However, as has 
been alluded to, members will vote along party lines.  I thoroughly and utterly support the member for Moore’s 
amendment.  Furthermore, although I will not move a further amendment, on reading this clause I see that it 
states that a summary of a public authority’s failure to comply with a pest exclusion notice may be required.  A 
summary might be four or five words.  I suggest a detailed explanation is the closest thing that could provide 
some honesty in this legislation, which, as I argued last night, I support.  This piece of legislation is soft.  I would 
love to see the government, the parliamentary secretary and the Minister for Agriculture and Food - I would love 
to see him come into this place, although he is not able to - defend this very soft piece of legislation.   
Mr P.D. OMODEI:  Can the parliamentary secretary explain why the clause has the word “may” rather than 
“shall”? 
Mr M.P. WHITELY:  This debate is about to finish at four o’clock, which may give members some indication 
of where we go from here. 

Dr S.C. Thomas:  You can just agree and we’ll finish quickly. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I cannot do that, and the member understands that.  

Dr S.C. Thomas:  Why not? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  I will go through the process.  

Mr G. Snook:  Why haven’t you done your homework? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  We should not go there, because it is not me who has not done my homework; it is 
perhaps the member.  I am not saying that to be confrontational.  I wish to respond.  I believe the member for 
Moore met with the minister to discuss this bill. 

Mr G. Snook:  I spoke to the minister.  I have met with departmental advisers. 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  To my knowledge, this issue was not raised in that forum.  A number of issues were 
raised, many of which had merit, and as a result some amendments were prepared in response to those issues.  
The member for Moore is aware of those.  I showed him those amendments yesterday before they went on the 
notice paper.  This has been done in the spirit of cooperation.  However, as this issue was not raised, the 
government has not had a chance to involve the minister.  The minister needs to consult to consider the 
appropriateness of this amendment. 

Mr G. Snook:  Aren’t there different ramifications relating to the words “may” and “shall”? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY:  We will be finished in two minutes, which may give the member an opportunity to 
approach the minister.  I obviously do not have the authority to accept this amendment.  I would rather not see it 
dismissed out of hand.  I will ask the minister whether he is agreeable to the amendment.  As a way of 
progressing this, I suggest I sit down, let someone else express his or her view until four o’clock and we not take 
a vote on the motion. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I take it that the parliamentary secretary is not rejecting this amendment out of hand.  That 
is what I heard him say.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Obviously I take guidance from the minister and I have not had an opportunity to get a 
considered response from him in the time frame that has been available to me.  That is what I am saying in all 
honesty.  It may be no; it may be yes.   

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  If they are the jurisdictional limitations, that is reasonable.  

Mr G. SNOOK:  I have with me my running notes from when I met with advisers from and representatives of 
the department.  My notes refer to a suggested amendment to clause 28.  I talked about the previous amendment, 
and there are some other scribbles in my notes.  I am fairly sure I mentioned this amendment.  Notwithstanding 
that, I put it on the notice paper and I handed to the parliamentary secretary yesterday a list of the amendments.  I 
wanted to do the right thing and to cooperate.  I do not want confrontation. 
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Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


